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‘Mission curse’ continues on Mayfair 101’s fantasy island

Two years ago, Mayfair touted plans for a $1.6 billion tourism mecca, but now offices are empty

and property sellers are picking up the pieces following the investment outfit’s collapse.
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Locals call it Mission Magic, but for developers it’s Mission Curse, says resident Rhonda Murdoch.
 Sean Davey
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t ground zero of the collapsed $1.6 billion “tourism mecca” of

investment outfit Mayfair 101, overcast clouds are spattering rain on

beachside North Queensland.

No one is answering the door at Mayfair’s rented cream, second-storey

offices in Mission Beach.
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Some locals think Mayfair’s staff packed up in recent weeks. And there’s

hardly any signage testifying to the grand dream except for muted wording

on one door: Mayfair Iconic Properties. Inside, through the blinds, there’s a

stylish dried-flower arrangement below an elegant oval mirror.

The emptiness contrasts with Mayfair’s gaudy launch plans two years

earlier on nearby Dunk Island, where B-grade Instagram influencers

uploaded pictures and Moet flowed.

Mayfair’s dreams, like some ambitions of its founder James Mawhinney,

have faded to ghostly presences.

It follows the 37-year-old shaven-bald spruiker last month being bannedIt follows the 37-year-old shaven-bald spruiker last month being bannedIt follows the 37-year-old shaven-bald spruiker last month being bannedIt follows the 37-year-old shaven-bald spruiker last month being bannedIt follows the 37-year-old shaven-bald spruiker last month being banned

for 20 years from raising funds via financial productsfor 20 years from raising funds via financial productsfor 20 years from raising funds via financial productsfor 20 years from raising funds via financial productsfor 20 years from raising funds via financial products.

Unfortunately, it’s too late for investors who plunged $210 million into

Mayfair on safe assurances of it being an alternative to a bank. Their

money is frozen.

The upstairs offices of Mayfair 101 in Mission Beach were empty last week.  Sean Davey

Mawhinney or his companies had actually been reprimanded years earlier

by regulators and a tribunal, while some businesses he’s backed have left

investors or creditors demanding cash back. AFR Weekend can reveal new

details of such complaints today.

Mawhinney maintains he has not been involved in wrongdoing, blames

others, plans an appeal, and expresses disappointment at the investors’

situation.
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But Federal Court judge Stewart Anderson ruled Mawhinney had

“expressed no contrition or remorse for the very significant loss of

investors’ funds”.

“Mr Mawhinney’s conduct can accurately be described as reprehensible

conduct, which demonstrates a complete disregard for financial services

laws and, as a consequence, places the public at great risk,” Justice

Anderson said.

The dreamer

Mawhinney’s entrepreneurial belief stretches to Australia’s opposite coast,

as a student at Hale School, Perth’s oldest private boys institution.

In 2001, he was headed with mates “for a week of debauchery” at the

traditional “Schoolies” graduation party.
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James Mawhinney has been banned from raising funds via financial products for 20 years. 

“After no more than three days away I had a call from my dad who was in

Chicago – ‘James! Do you want to help me start a business?’ ” Mawhinney

retold on a website named after himself: jamesmawhinney.com.aujamesmawhinney.com.aujamesmawhinney.com.aujamesmawhinney.com.aujamesmawhinney.com.au.

“It sounded good to me. ‘Well, I need you on the next flight to Chicago, I’ve

got some people I want you to meet to get some training under your belt.’

Schoolies was officially over.”

That expired biographical website, obtained from online archives,

illuminates Mawhinney’s confidence. On grades: “I was fortunate to score

http://jamesmawhinney.com.au/
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well.” On a school business project: “My presentation left a few jaws on the

floor, mainly those of the CEO and the mentors.”

He studied commerce and law, ran an internet marketing company, and

says he could charge $5000 for motivational speaking engagements.

By 2014, he became chief executive of struggling ASX-listed digital

marketing business Reeltime Media. The business collapsed but

Mawhinney argued it was only wound up because he had exposed

inappropriate conduct to the Australian Securities and Investments

Commission, which later temporarily banned Reeltime’s former chief

executive Gabriel Ehrenfeld from managing companies.

Still, the Fair Work Commission in 2015 also personally castigated

Mawhinney for “evasive conduct” and supplying information of a

“confusing and unsatisfactory nature” in a Reeltime staffer’s sacking

dispute.

The setbacks did not douse Mawhinney’s entrepreneurial fire. He

established ventures such as Mayfair’s IPO Wealth Fund and enjoyed life’s

finer aspects: helicopter flights or Greek island holidays. Then another

tropical paradise caught his investment eye.

Perfect one day, soaking another

When the sun’s out, the Pacific Ocean glistens by kilometres of golden

Mission Beach sand, lined with palms and backed by rainforest containing
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endangered blue-necked cassowaries. Thumps sound from occasional

falling coconuts.

Low-set homes range from elegant modern designs to beat-up shacks. The

eclectic population includes artists, tradies and ex-bankers. The vibe feels

like pre-Hemsworth Byron Bay.

Yet some locals say drawbacks suppress any transformation to an

international tourism behemoth. The main airport is two hours’ drive

north at Cairns, stinger season rules out swimming for almost six

sweltering months except for special netted areas, and the drenching wet

season is a little shorter. That’s all before cyclones; two massive category 5

storms battered the area in 2006 and 2011 alone.

We’ve come to Mission Beach partly because it was Mayfair’s crown jewel

in projects stretching from cryptocurrency-linked ventures cryptocurrency-linked ventures cryptocurrency-linked ventures cryptocurrency-linked ventures cryptocurrency-linked ventures to a super-super-super-super-super-

yacht clubyacht clubyacht clubyacht clubyacht club. Mayfair’s foundering left local home sellers stressed, and they

have lessons to tell.

Then there’s Mawhinney, who said he had relocated there, as Mayfair

entities collapsed, to ensure the tourism venture’s progress. (He later

revealed his Melbourne home had been repossessed).

I called them Mayfairy stories. Everything was pie in the
sky.

— Liz Gallie, conservationist
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Mawhinney has complained online that we had “never interviewed” him,

leaving out that Mayfair had rejected at least five interview requests alone

since 2019.

Still, Mawhinney at one stage said if we flew to Mission Beach we could

“spend a few hours together”. But when we said we were flying up and

tried nailing down an interview date, he said: “I will decline.”

“We are focusing all our attention on delivering a solution for our investors.

I see no benefit for them in discussing anything further with you.

“You will both have to live with the fact that you and [the Australian

Securities and Investments Commission] both failed to adequately

research our business and have destroyed the lives of hundreds of

investors.”

Mission Curse

The Mayfair people had suddenly arrived in Mission Beach crammed into a

car in mid-2019. They spoke with real estate agents, keen to buy

“everything” on offer, one local remembers.

Mayfair trumpeted its plans would trigger $1.6 billion in construction from

world-class hotels to an airport upgrade.

Mayfair’s promotional video for its Dunk Island launch party. 

Properties on sale for years were suddenly hoovered up in 250 contracts

with Mayfair. It raised eyebrows. Mayfair needed $180 million for

settlements, including Dunk Island.

https://www.afr.com/


“We as locals refer to Mission Beach as Mission Magic, because if you live

here this is truly a magical place. But for developers, it’s actually called

Mission Curse,” says Rhonda Murdoch. “Every developer who’s come here

has never been able to capture the potential.”

She’s speaking from her stylish, open-planned beachside home, looking

straight on to the mountainous Dunk Island.

For decades, the island had been a muse; the site of 1968 movie Age of

Consent starring Helen Mirren and James Mason, and a popular 1980s

tourist destination.

The attention shifted as other areas took off, such as Port Douglas, three

hours’ north. (Port Douglas was put on the map by investment scoundrel

Christopher Skase, whom Mawhinney was at pains to differentiate himselfwhom Mawhinney was at pains to differentiate himselfwhom Mawhinney was at pains to differentiate himselfwhom Mawhinney was at pains to differentiate himselfwhom Mawhinney was at pains to differentiate himself

from at a 2019 investment seminar attended by elderly retirees.from at a 2019 investment seminar attended by elderly retirees.from at a 2019 investment seminar attended by elderly retirees.from at a 2019 investment seminar attended by elderly retirees.from at a 2019 investment seminar attended by elderly retirees.) Dunk

Island owners who have since tried to make a dollar include Swiss-based

Pamoja Capital. Cyclone Yasi in 2011 flattened its dreams.

Controversial energy entrepreneur Peter Bond’s family then acquired

Dunk Island for $7.1 million. They have since tried selling the island –They have since tried selling the island –They have since tried selling the island –They have since tried selling the island –They have since tried selling the island –

unsuccessfully, albeit reaping deposits – to cryptocurrency outfitunsuccessfully, albeit reaping deposits – to cryptocurrency outfitunsuccessfully, albeit reaping deposits – to cryptocurrency outfitunsuccessfully, albeit reaping deposits – to cryptocurrency outfitunsuccessfully, albeit reaping deposits – to cryptocurrency outfit

Blockchain Royalty, Blockchain Royalty, Blockchain Royalty, Blockchain Royalty, Blockchain Royalty, and then Mayfairand then Mayfairand then Mayfairand then Mayfairand then Mayfair.
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Mission Beach builder Geoff Davy says Mayfair paid their bills.  Sean Davey

Dunk was Mayfair’s masterstroke, as outlined over a breakfast with

croissants for locals. Attendees include Liz Gallie, a conservationist who

listened to Mawhinney’s spiel with a groan of scepticism. “He came up to

the [microphone] and he said, ‘Once upon a time there were 10 boats

leaving from here to Dunk, once upon a time’,” she recalls.

“After that I called them Mayfairy stories. Everything was pie in the sky.”

The region has a strong conservation movement, and Gallie believes

Mayfair’s proposal was an antithesis of the local area plan but still

https://www.afr.com/


encouraged by council (Mayor Mark Nolan says council seeks a “balanced”

approach).

Despite misgivings, 130 property contracts initially settled. While AFR

Weekend can reveal at least one Mayfair entity had not paid a contractor in

another venture since January last year, Mission Beach’s tanned tradies

were paid properly.

“They adhered to the contract,” says Geoff Davy, who added Mayfair was

properly stringent on the quality of work.

Tremors

The wheels fell off for others. Tracey Chamlin, a university lecturer in

education, is sitting on a couch in a Mission Beach property that Mayfair

should have completed buying in January last year. “They delayed it two

hours before settlement,” she recalls.

Extensions were granted, but two months later Mayfair bombshelled two months later Mayfair bombshelled two months later Mayfair bombshelled two months later Mayfair bombshelled two months later Mayfair bombshelled

remaining property owners with an indefinite contract suspension – notremaining property owners with an indefinite contract suspension – notremaining property owners with an indefinite contract suspension – notremaining property owners with an indefinite contract suspension – notremaining property owners with an indefinite contract suspension – not

cancellationcancellationcancellationcancellationcancellation. Solicitor letters blamed COVID-19 and wielded legal terms

such as “materially adverse event”.

The problem was Chamlin and her partner were renting a home in

Toowoomba, 1550 kilometres away. “I was distraught,” she says.

They returned to and refinanced the Mission Beach property. Only last

fortnight they unpacked a container with their gear. While they have
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received a deposit, an ongoing dilemma is receivers McGrathNicol sendingMcGrathNicol sendingMcGrathNicol sendingMcGrathNicol sendingMcGrathNicol sending

letters saying it will cancel sales contracts if deposits are returnedletters saying it will cancel sales contracts if deposits are returnedletters saying it will cancel sales contracts if deposits are returnedletters saying it will cancel sales contracts if deposits are returnedletters saying it will cancel sales contracts if deposits are returned. “There’s

this group of us that have really … been left in limbo,” Chamlin says.

“How can you put property into suspense with no end point, or no out?”

Murdoch, who was selling units to Mayfair, had received a deposit amid

multiple extensions. But by October, another extension date, she had legal

letters sent demanding sale completion, which went to groups including

the recently appointed receivers. The uncertainty around that time was

stressful, but she believes the contract is cancelled because she says no

one contacted them by deadline.

Jim and Eveyln Swarbrick had to offload a new home they had bought after their Mission Beach

property sale was delayed.  Sean Davey

Then there’s Jim and Evelyn Swarbrick, on the cusp of retiring as they sold

their bed-and-breakfast property. It’s a beautiful Queenslander with their

small dog Bella scooting around. They had spent time ensuring the place

was in excellent condition for handover and bought a new home to move

into.

“The day before settlement we were driving to Cairns, a text came

through,” Evelyn recalls. Mayfair was suspending the purchase.

https://www.afr.com/rear-window/deposit-deals-on-offer-for-stressed-mayfair-land-sellers-20201125-p56huv
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The Mayfair deposit remained in trust and the Swarbricks are considering

an offer for 50 per cent of it. They had to sell the new home – eroding

almost $30,000 in costs – returned to Mission Beach and once more plan to

sell their original place. “[You] had to worry about how far your money’s

going to stretch,” Jim says.

The deposits pose a sticky point. Sources with knowledge of the

receivership say the receivers are acting in the best interests of Mayfair

companies to recoup any funds and are endeavouring to keep in contact

with home owners.

Despite their own turmoil, the property sellers feel sorry for the situationthe situationthe situationthe situationthe situation

of Mayfair investorsof Mayfair investorsof Mayfair investorsof Mayfair investorsof Mayfair investors, who include retirees fearing for life savings. The

Federal Court judgment detailed how one 79-year-old invested $150,000 in

March last year without any warning that Mayfair had days earlier frozen

other investors’ money – conduct Justice Anderson described as “highly

misleading”.

Jim Swarbrick was fortunate there, because Mayfair’s 6.5 per cent annual

returns looked good. That was until he asked his investment-savvy brother

to look at Mayfair and was told: “Don’t touch them with a barge pole.”

Drinks on the beach

We’re standing outside the beachside, glass-walled apartment complex

where Mawhinney had been recently living with his fiancee and new-born

daughter. It’s one of the area’s sleekest homes.
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An apartment building where Mayfair 101 founder James Mawhinney had been living.  Sean Davey

Mawhinney had been settling into the community. Murdoch recalls the

family joining local Friday afternoon drinks on the beach. “He had no airs

and graces,” she says, adding she was never asked to invest in Mayfair

products.

Mawhinney’s railings against ASIC have attracted some local sympathy,

but some home sellers, left hanging, were angry with his presence.

One recalls Mawhinney and family arriving at the community Christmas

party, where kids run around and people pose for pictures in front of a

tree. “We thought that was pushing it,” one says. “A lot of people just held

back ’cause it was that time of year.”
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Mawhinney and family have left the seaside apartment in the past few

weeks, some locals believe. Other close family, though, remain living in

local property owned by another family company, although one went up

for sale on Thursday. They decline to comment; one resident at one home

slides a glass door shut without a word.

Other blocks throughout Mission Beach, owned and settled by Mayfair

entities, stick out with “Receiver’s Sale” signs.

“It is a disappointment,” Mayor Nolan says about Mayfair’s plans fizzling.

Perhaps buyers will come through, even for Dunk Island, which some

locals say if refreshed will boost the area.
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Receiver signs for Mayfair properties in Mission Beach.  Sean Davey

“Where else can you skydive onto a beach and see an iconic cassowary?”

the mayor says. “Interest in COVID-free country at the moment is

unbelievable.”

Perhaps Mawhinney will return with a financial bang. He proclaimed last

month a Melbourne-based refinance proposal was in the works (the fourth

time since March last year he’s talked of upcoming cash injections). He

even cryptically hinted three months ago that a change was afoot – posting

online a photograph of a receivers’ for sale sign and photoshopping it so it

said “receivers’ sale over”.
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But he’s been travelling again. During an online courtroom public

examination last week from liquidators Dye and Co, involving Mayfair’s

collapsed IPO Wealth Fund, Mawhinney said he was live-streaming from

Melbourne, 2700 kilometres south of Mission Beach.
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